The method is designed to be used with a batchprocessing computer system and will determine the integrated intensities of the spots on an X-ray diffraction photograph of an oriented fibre of a partially crystalline synthetic polymer. It is necessary to assume that the spot boundary is elliptical, that the intensity distribution along any line through the centre of this ellipse is Gaussian, and that the background intensity variation is linear over the region of a spot; these are justified experimentally, although, in the radial direction, the choice of a Gaussian intensity distribution is probably theoretically unsound. The computational procedures correct for minor differences between users in the choice of input parameters and reject bad choices. The method was applied to determine the intensities of the 30 visible spots in the diffraction photograph of oriented poly(trimethylene terephthalate) which were used in a subsequent structure refinement. Successful integrations were obtained for 22 spots, the failures being (1) pairs of similar intensity just resolved by eye, (2) better resolved pairs of which one member is much stronger than the other, or (3) very weak. Statistical tests indicated very much better internal consistency of data than is usually obtained with these materials, and enabled a rational weighting scheme to be used in the structure refinement. The R factor of 7-9% obtained is unusually low, indicating much improved accuracy over earlier methods.
Introduction
Most crystalline polymers can be prepared in the form of oriented fibres in which the crystallites are preferentially aligned in the direction of the fibre axis. Whilst this is the most highly ordered macroscopic specimen that can, in general, be produced, its X-ray *Now at University of Manchester Regional Computer Centre, Oxford Road, Manchester, England.
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diffraction pattern is still unsuitable for precise structure determination. Fig. 1 is typical of the diffraction patterns of these materials and it is seen that the reflections are extended azimuthally owing to a spread of crystallite orientation, and laterally owing to imperfect crystallization. There is also a high and variable intensity of background scattering caused by disordered material. Again because of imperfect crystallization, reflections are few in number, and many of those that are recorded are comprised of overlapping sets, unresolved because only fibre orientation has been used. In this situation, a poor data-parameter ratio is inevitable, and so it is essential that the intensities of those reflections which are present are measured with high accuracy. However, the features described above make this difficult.
Visual estimation of intensity was used in the earliest attempts at structure analysis (e.g. Daubeny, l 0 0 ¢ Fig. 1 . One of the set of diffraction patterns used to develop the method. 0021-8898/87/030246-10501.50 © 1987 International Union of Crystallography Bunn & Brown, 1954; Holmes, Bunn & Smith, 1955) and was still being used a few years ago (e.g. Kusanagi, Takase, Chatani & Tadokoro, 1978) . However, singlescan microdensitometers are now widely used, with arc-correction factors being applied for the azimuthal spread of reflections and its change with diffraction angle (e.g. Arnott, 1965) . The advent of high-speed raster-scanning digital microdensitometers has enabled intensity data to be collected from the entire area of a photographically recorded diffraction pattern, avoiding the use of arc-correction factors. A method utilizing this principle has been developed by Hall & Pass (1975) and applied in several structural determinations (e.g. Desborough, Hall & Neisser, 1979) .
In all of these methods subjective judgement must be made of the boundary of the reflection and of the contribution of the background scattering to the intensity within that boundary. Some of the methods involve other elements of subjectivity and so errors in intensity measurement might be expected to be large. Very few independently measured intensity sets on the same material exist, but analysis of one situation where three independent sets from nominally identical materials have been published indicates that reliability factors calculated between the different structurefactor sets can be greater than 20% (Hall, 1980) . Digital computers can be used to analyse the output from digital microdensitometer scans. Whilst this will not, of itself, improve accuracy, quantified procedures will need to be developed to replace what are, at present, subjective judgements. It will then become possible to compare the effects of different procedures and this should eventually lead both to an improvement of accuracy and to a quantification of error. Fraser, Suzuki & MacRae (1984) describe a procedure whereby they obtain a quasi-continuous map representing a central section through the intensity transform of the specimen, but only consider subtraction of background intensity for the case of diffraction by partially oriented systems of one-dimensional crystallite particles leading to continuous layer lines. Their method is not immediately applicable to the diffraction patterns of samples used in structure analysis. Meader, Atkins, Elder, Machin & Pickering (1980) have used an interactive computer system. Background subtraction is performed by a process of cubic spline interpolation over the region of a spot and is thus a quantifiable procedure. The definition of the reflection boundary is, however, a personal judgement on the part of the operator. This might not be an important source of error because it may be arguedand indeed part of the procedure to be described will be justified by the argument -that, provided background subtraction is good enough, precise definition of a reflection boundary is unimportant. Millane & Arnott (1985a,b) have developed a method in which a boundary is assigned from estimates of crystallite size and disorientation derived from well-separated reflections, and they integrate the intensity at all points within this boundary. If it is assumed that all reflections will have the same profile if they are scaled to the same half-width and peak intensity, then the same fraction of the intensity of each spot will be determined. A global background correction is made by fitting a double Fourier-Bessel series (this provides a radial and azimuthal variation) to several points well away from neighbouring spots and chosen to represent the background variation over all regions of the photograph. This method might be subject to error because radial broadening of the diffraction spots of synthetic polymers is not caused solely by finite crystallite size. It might be difficult to find a sufficient number of representative points on patterns such as that shown in Fig. 1 to use the method of background subtraction, which might also be affected by the operator's choice of these points. Furthermore, a computer system with interactive graphics is required.
In the present work a method will be described in which the procedures used for background subtraction and assignment of reflection boundaries are independent of operator choice and which can be used with a batch-processing computer system. The procedures are tested by using them to measure integrated intensities from the diffraction pattern of poly(trimethylene terephthalate) (3GT) and a redetermination of the structure of this material with the new data set is reported.
Preparation of data for computer processing

The X-ray diffraction photograph
All photographs used in this work were taken using a toroidal focusing camera (Elliott, 1965) with Cu Ks radiation. The specimen axis was normal to the X-ray beam and coincident with the axis of a cylindrical film holder of 30 mm diameter. (Because polymeric fibres only produce measurable scattering at small diffraction angles the film was only semi-cylindrical.) Fig. 1 shows an example from the set of exposures used in the development of the computer programs to be described, which have been written for this beam-specimen-film geometry. Additional routines could easily be added to deal with other situations.
Film scanning
All films were scanned using the Optronics P-1000 Photoscan instrument at the SERC Daresbury Laboratory, the digitized data being written onto magnetic tape. The area scanned was 60 x 60 ram, and within this area an integer ranging from 0 to 255 was assigned to optical densities in the range 0 to 2 at every point on a 100 x 100 lam lattice. Thus each film was reduced to 3-6 x 105 data values.
Preliminary treatment of data
The raster lines along which a film was scanned were roughly parallel to the meridian of the diffraction pattern and any data point could be located in a set of orthogonal raster coordinates. One axis of these was along a raster line and the origin was the first data point read. Because of difficulties in mounting a film in the scanner with high precision, this coordinate system was not exactly parallel to the film coordinates (axes along the equator and meridian), and the central raster point did not coincide exactly with the origin of these coordinates (the centre of the diffraction pattern). Consequently, corrections had to be determined to transform from raster to film coordinates. Computer programs to do this already exist as part of the SERC microdensitometer service and have been described elsewhere (Elder, Machin, Browett & Pickering, 1982) .
In order to use the computer program to determine the integrated intensity of a particular spot,* the operator needs to identify, by raster coordinates, the region of film containing it. (Only data values from this region of film are read into the fast-access computer memory, thereby economizing on computer use.) In order to assist in this task, intensity contour maps showing raster points are produced from the digitized data. A typical example, showing one quadrant of film, is given in Fig. 2 .
The computer program
Outline of scheme of calculation
The operator estimates the raster coordinates of the centre of the spot to be integrated and the lengths of the major and minor axes of an ellipse (to be called the field ellipse) which encloses it, and provides these as input data for the program. (The inclination of the field ellipse to the film coordinates is also required, but since this is a function only of the location of the spot it is calculated from the data supplied.) The optical densities in a rectangular block (in raster coordinates) which just contains this ellipse are then read into computer memory.
The intensity caused by background scatter must be subtracted and this correction is applied in two parts. The first part assumes that the background varies linearly over the region of the spot and this subtrac-* By spot is meant an observed region of blackening on film. This may comprise reflections from one or more sets of lattice planes with closely similar d spacings.
tion is now performed. Its purpose is to remove the major component of the variability of the background field and so enable the spot centre to be located and its boundary to be fitted. The second part, applied later in the calculation, subtracts from each data point the mean value of all points in an annulus two raster units wide and centred on the spot boundary.
To determine the boundary, two assumptions are made: that the intensity profile along any line through the spot is Gaussian, and that the spot boundary is elliptical (such spots will be referred to as Gaussian ellipses). Initially it was hoped to avoid such assumptions and determine the boundary directly from the data, but the noise level prevented this. Ellipses are fitted to the contour lines at certain fractions of peak intensity and the Gaussian parameters of the intensity profiles along the major and minor axes of these ellipses determined, enabling them to be extrapolated to a certain small fraction of peak intensity (the extrapolation limit). An ellipse is thus determined which is the contour line at this intensity, and is taken as the spot boundary. This will be called the integration ellipse.
The integrated intensity is the sum of the intensity values at all the raster points within this ellipse (after the Lorentz-polarization correction has been applied on a point-by-point basis) but two further corrections are made. The first of these is the second part of the background correction which is applied as already described. The second is necessary because the integration ellipse is within the true spot boundary and because, for spots with close neighbours, this must be drawn at a higher fraction of the peak intensity than for those without. If one assumes the spot is a Gaussian ellipse a factor can be determined (see § 3.5.1) which will correct for this effect. The various stages of this calculation, and the experiments performed to justify the assumptions made, will now be described in detail. In the development of these procedures three spots, numbered 1-3 on Fig. 2 , have been used. No. 1 is intense, well isolated from all others, and one of the clearest on the diffraction photograph. No. 2 is typical, as regards intensity and definition, of many. No. 3 is one of the weaker and more diffuse spots. It was chosen to provide a severe test of the methods being developed, and whilst there are some poorer ones, techniques which will work with this spot should work with most.
The linear correction for background intensity
The field ellipse was divided into octants as shown in Fig. 3 . Within each octant the locations and intensities were noted of the data points at the five lowest intensity levels. The mean of the intensities and the centre of gravity of their locations were determined and a plane fitted to the resulting eight points. The ordinates of this plane were taken as the background intensity and subtracted point by point from the measured intensity to give the background corrected field.
Initially the field ellipse was divided into quadrants, but it was found that sometimes the four points to which the plane was then fitted were all close to one principal axis, causing a large probable error in the slope along the direction of the other.
The choice of the number of intensity levels used is a compromise between two opposing effects. The intensity values chosen should comprise background only, with no contribution from the spot, but as the number of levels is increased this becomes less likely to be true. On the other hand, if too few are used, the number of points generated will be insufficient to average the noise in the data. b Fig. 3 . Division of field ellipse into octants for the first part of the background correction. The background was taken as the linear relationship between intensity and location which is the best fit to the eight points formed by the centre of gravity of the locations and the mean of the intensities of the data points at the lowest five levels in each octant.
The intensity field, prior and subsequent to background correction, comprises integers. Thus the background need not be determined to an accuracy greater than 0"5. It was estimated that the noise contribution to the data was +_ 2, and so if each point to which the plane is fitted is averaged over about 60 data points, adequate accuracy should be achieved. Trials with different numbers of intensity levels on different spots showed that this number was generated with five levels. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of intensity around the perimeter of the integration ellipse of spot 2, prior to the application of the second part of the background correction. The peak intensity of this spot was 29, the extrapolation limit 0.075, and each point on the graph is the mean of four values. Therefore, if the first part of the background correction was adequate, and if one assumes a noise of _+ 2, the intensities would lie in the band 2 _+ 1. There are regions of intensity considerably higher than this in Fig. 4 which are caused by the proximity of neighbouring spots. These are compensated for by the second part of the background correction, which also ensures that only intensity above the extrapolation limit contributes to the integrated intensity.
The assumption of elliptical shape for the spot
Starting from the centre of the field ellipse a search is made for the data point with maximum intensity. The second-moment ellipse of all points whose intensity is greater than a given fraction of this maximum is then determined (this fraction will be called a search level and denoted by the symbol s). The contour line at this search level is taken as that ellipse which encloses the same area as that covered by the data points, with 
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Major Axis Coordinate in mm Fig. 4 . Intensity around perimeter of integration ellipse before final background correction. The two curves refer to different parts of the same perimeter. If the spot was a 'Gaussian ellipse' on a uniform background, the intensities would lie within the bands marked.
an eccentricity the same as that of the second-moment ellipse, and which has the same centre and orientation. In Fig. 5 , which is for spot no. 2, the contour lines have been drawn from the data points at three search levels and are compared with their fitted ellipses. It will be seen that no other simple analytic function is likely to give a better fit to the observed shape.
3.4. The spot intensity profile 3.4.1. Theoretical considerations. Fig. 6 shows the idealized profile along the major axis of a spot, prior to background correction. In an actual spot, the background intensity would not be constant, but to include a slope in this treatment would only complicate the theory without changing the result. In general, the background intensity is unknown; it is estimated by determining the lowest intensity value in the field ellipse. This is chosen to encompass the visible spot, but since the true spot extends to infinity, these intensities must include a contribution from the spot itself. Were it isolated from all others, the lowest intensities in the field ellipse would be at its boundary, and so, in the idealized situation of Fig. 6 , the subtracted background corresponds to the value of Iv. Equation (1) cannot be used directly to investigate whether or not spot profiles are Gaussian, because the value of c is unknown. However, plots of In (s) against z enable q to be estimated, and the order of mag-Xs nitude of c to be determined. In this way it was shown to be of the order of 10-3 for well defined spots, which is negligible compared with s and so the linearity of these plots is a sufficient test of the Gaussian assumption. The term (Io -IB)/(Io -IF) does not equal unity and so these lines will not pass through the point (1, 0) as might have been expected. For more diffuse spots the value of c increased and so it could not be omitted from procedures to calculate q which were to be valid for all spots.
3.4.2. Test of Gaussian assumption. Ellipses were fitted to spots at search levels between 0.75 and 0.2 in steps of 0-05, using the procedure described in § 3.3. (Levels greater than 0.75 encompassed too few data points to provide a reliable ellipse and, with even the clearest spots, the fit at levels of about 0-2 and less was distorted by noise and neighbouring spots.) This was done for several spots and some representative graphs of In (s) against the square of the major and minor axes are shown in Fig. 7. (The spots are identified in Fig. 2 .) For no. 2, which was one of the more diffuse to be tested in this way, the requirement that c be much less than s further restricted the range of search levels used. Since intensities are only measured at integer values, ellipses could not be fitted at the exact search levels indicated above. The intensity closest to the requested value of s was chosen, and the actual value of s corresponding to this intensity was calculated. This procedure was followed in all instances where numerical values of s were required.
Although, on theoretical grounds, a Lorentzian distribution might be preferred in the radial direction, all graphs are close approximations to straight lines, confirming the adequacy of the Gaussian assumption for this material. This might be because the test did not include the tails of the distribution, and a future investigation to show if a Lorentzian assumption significantly affects the integrated intensity would be worthwhile.
Determination
of Gaussian parameters. Ellipses were fitted, with an initial search level of 0"75 and subsequent reductions in steps of 0"05. The procedure was stopped when the ellipse parameters differed from those of the preceding one by more than certain test values. These were determined by experience, but are under operator control, and are designed to detect that level at which either noise or the intrusion of neighbouring spots distorts the fitted ellipse. For very good spots levels as low as 0.2 were reached; 0.4 is a more typical limit; and for the poorest spots fits were achieved at only one or two levels, q was then calculated for each axis, by use of(l) with the values of s and the principal-axis lengths just obtained. In the first determination c was set to zero, but a recursive procedure was then followed in which q was recalculated with c evaluated from the previous value, until stable values were achieved.
Evaluation of spot intensity
3.5.1. Theoretical considerations. The form of the Gaussian profile along the major and minor axes of the elliptical spot is now known and can be used to establish an integration boundary at any desired extrapolation limit. When this has been done, the second part of the background correction is made by subtracting from every data point the mean intensity in an annulus two raster units wide, one inside, the other outside the integration ellipse boundary. The intensities at all data points within the boundary are then added to give the measured integrated intensity IIM, which is that above the line li in Fig. 6 . The area of an annulus of an ellipse of major axis x and eccentricity e is 2rcex dx, where dx is the width of the annulus at the major axis, and so
The total intensity of the spot, II r = rce(lo-IB)/q. Therefore (2) 3.5.2. Choice of extrapolation limit. From (2) it is seen that, provided the extrapolation limit is chosen so that the value of qx 2 is the same for all spots, its precise value is unimportant. All relative intensities will differ from the true value by the same factor, and so will be correct relative intensities. However, this statement does depend upon the assumption that the spots are Gaussian ellipses, and so it is advisable not to make the integration ellipse too small, otherwise deviations from this assumption could become an important source of error.
The initial assumption was to choose the extrapolation limit so that the additional intensity added in by its extension was comparable with the error that would be introduced due to noise in the data, but a few trials showed that with such a boundary spots clearly separate on the diffraction pattern intruded into each other's integration ellipse. Attempts were then made to find the largest boundary that would avoid these 'artificial overlaps', and it became clear that it would be unwise to use one value of qx 2 for all spots. With such a practice it was likely that overlap would occur without the operator's knowledge. Whilst (see § 3.2) the second part of the background correction compensates for these intrusions, it was found that unless they are kept small, large errors could be introduced.
These are illustrated in Fig. 8 . Values of IIM were determined with integration ellipses corresponding to values of s between 0-075 and 0"25, and II r was calculated in each case from (2). For a given spot this should be independent of s. It is seen from the figure that this is true if s is large enough. For good and average spots (nos. 1 and 2), extrapolating to too small a value of s introduces only small errors, but it is clear that a very large error can be caused by a poor spot.
Procedure for determining integrated intensity.
To avoid these errors a procedure was introduced whereby IIr was calculated as already described for values of s of 0-15, 0"2 and 0.25. If these values increased systematically with increasing s, and if the difference between the greatest and least was more than 20%, it was concluded that the intrusion of neighbouring spots was causing significant error, in which case IIT was also determined at s = 0-3. All computed values of IIr were printed.
The effect of variation in the field ellipse parameters
One of the major objectives of this work has been to develop a method in which the measured integrated intensities are insensitive to choices made by the operator. The magnitudes of the major and minor axes of the field ellipse are chosen by the operator and determine the field over which the first part of the background correction is calculated. The effect this choice might have on the value obtained for the integrated intensity was investigated.
In Fig. 9 , lit is plotted against the length of one of the principal axes of the field ellipse. This is expressed as a multiple of the length of the same axis of the integration ellipse for an extrapolation limit of 0"15. Since there was a small interaction between these two parameters, the ratio was evaluated for an integration ellipse in the middle of the range investigated. IIT was determined as already described, the mean value for the three extrapolation limits and for the four quadrants of the diffraction photograph being used.
It will be seen that for two of the spots IIT is almost independent of the choice of input parameters, but that it varies with input size for spot 1, appearing to approach a uniform value with the larger fields. Because background intensity varies non-linearly, it is desirable to make the background correction over the smallest area compatible with spot size and for this reason fields greater than twice the size of the integration ellipse are undesirable. Consequently, it was 6-5-,~4- decided to restrict the field ellipse size to the range 1.6 to 2.0 times that of the integration ellipse.
This ratio is determined in the course of the computation, and, if it lies outside this range, the fieldellipse dimensions are changed to be at the centre of the range and the computation repeated.
A further check on the validity of this range is shown in Fig. 10 , where the mean of the background intensity in each of the eight octants of the field ellipse is plotted against its size. Since the value measured as background is the lowest intensity within the field ellipse, should this lie within the spot boundary, further contraction of its size will lead to a large increase in this value. It is seen that this occurs when the principal axes of the field ellipse are less than Xf/x+ Fig. 10 . The effect of field-ellipse size on the mean value of the estimated background intensity. This is the mean of the lowest intensities in each of the octants of the ellipse. The spots are identified on Fig. 2 , and the vertical dashed lines indicate the range of field-ellipse sizes allowed in the computation of integrated intensity. 62"4 4 14 0-043 0-055 0-035 126"8 127"5 4 12 0"033 0-040 0-034 42"5 43-3 4 12 0"043 0-050 0-040 20-6 33"1 1 4 0"092 0-133 --150"7 149"5 4 13 0-093 0-125 0"070 38"7 49-9 1 3 0-077 0-115 --94"7 94"3 6 23 0"041 0-057 0-042 64-3 62-1 2 7 0"040 0-04 1 0"054 38"8 45-5 3 9 0-057 0-084 0"041 90-2 71"6 3 5 0"031 0-020 0-053 20-9 17-2 1 1 ------51"3 43"9 3 10 0"041 0"051 0-045 47"4 55"8 2 5 0-044 0-061 0-045 72-6 61"5 2 5 0-053 0"082 0-02 72"1 71"1 2 8 0"058 0-085 0-018 36-4 43"3 2 3 0"322 0"137 0-150 37"9 41 "3 1 2 0"069 0-097 -about 1-6 times that of the integration ellipse. When the ratio is greater than about 2, the background again appears to vary more rapidly with input field size; this might be because the assumption of linear variation of background intensity becomes invalid over these larger areas.
An application of the program
The program was used in an attempted integration of all 30 visible spots on a set of six X-ray diffraction photographs of 3GT, with exposures varying by factors of 2. A successful integration (i.e. a value was obtained in more than one quadrant from at least one film) was achieved with 22 of these. Of the eight that failed completely, six were members of pairs of spots resolved by eye but for which the search procedure settled on the stronger of the pair, one was too weak, and the other was in a region of high background and surrounded by strong neighbours. The number of exposures from which values were obtained and the total number of successful integrations are given in Table 1 .
Problems with weak spots
The intensity ratio of the strongest to the weakest of the successful integrations was about 50, but at the weak end of this range the ellipse-fitting procedure would often fail after the first search level. Since the origin was included in the determination of the Gaussian parameters, the computation was able to proceed. For spots with a peak intensity after background subtraction of 5 or less, background noise prevented ellipse fitting even at this level and these were the weakest that could be integrated.
Overlap
In Fig. 11 the integration ellipses are superimposed on a diffraction photograph showing many cases where well-separated spots have overlapping ellipses. This caused no problems. However, other discrete pairs could not be separated by the fitting procedure and no associated ellipses are shown for these. Spots appearing to be just separated to the eye could not be resolved.
Analysis of intensities
In the collection of data, no correction had been made for those optical densities which lay outside the linear range of the characteristic curve of the film emulsion, and values for spots containing these were rejected from subsequent analysis. Individual values differing from the average of all integrations of the same spot by much more than would be expected from the spread of the other estimates were also rejected. In such cases the integration ellipse was usually very different from others of the same set, and this was associated with behaviour during the ellipse-fitting stage which, whilst not bad enough to operate our traps, was very suspicious.
Where there were only two or three estimates of an intensity, and these were in poor agreement with each other, it was difficult to ascertain which, if any, should be rejected. In these cases the lengths of the principal axes of the integration ellipses were compared with those of neighbouring spots and poor agreement was used to identify the value most likely to be wrong.
The remaining data comprise independent estimates of the intensity of a spot made from different quadrants of the same film, and from films at different exposures. An analysis of variance showed that the variance between quadrants and between exposures was not significantly greater than the residual, confirming the assumption that all come from the same population. The mean and standard deviation were therefore calculated for each spot and are given in Table 1 . These are expressed as structure factors rather than intensities and it is seen that for most spots the standard deviation is between 4 and 8% of the magnitude of the structure factor; the average over all of them is 6.4%.
Rsym, defined as Rsym = (.~. II,-<I>l)/~ I,
U U (where (I) is the average of I for one spot over the four quadrants on one film, i refers to the different quadrants and j to different films), is also given in Table 1 . For many spots this lies between 3 and 6% which compares well with the value of 5% typical of other methods of data collection (Blundell & Johnson, 1976) . It is, however, higher than this for the poorer spots, leading to an overall average of 7.3%.
Rsca is used to test the consistency between different exposures. It is defined by (3), but with (l) the average over different exposures, i referring to the average over all quadrants for a particular exposure and j to the different spots. Values are given in Table 1 and both those for individual spots and the overall average of 5.0% again compare well with the 4% typical of other methods (Blundell & Johnson, 1976) . Since analysis of variance showed no significant effect due to exposure, this value should also be typical of that which would be obtained if another set of photographs were taken and the measurements repeated. It is very considerably less than the value of 20% which has been obtained from different sets of independent measurements using conventional methods (Hall, 1980) . This, of course, only means that the method produces more consistent results; it does not necessarily follow that they are more accurate.
Use of ellipse centres to determine unit cell
The centres of the integration ellipses provide estimates of the spot centres but an attempt to use these to determine the unit cell was unsuccessful. This was because, with closely overlapping reflections, the 177"5 r3 -165"5 r4 -62"0 ellipse centre was at the centre of the group, whereas by eye it was possible to locate the centres of the most intense members.
Use of integrated intensities to determine chain conformation
By use of the LALS (Campbell-Smith & Arnott, 1978) computer program, the published dihedral angles of the chain conformation (Hall, 1984) , together with the temperature factor, were refined against the structure factors given in Table 1 , each being weighted with the reciprocal of the standard deviation of its mean. The film coordinates of all reflections were calculated from the unit cell, marked on a diffraction photograph, and then all those lying within the visible extent of a spot were indexed as an overlapping group. The remaining reflections were not observed; the threshold intensity in their vicinity was estimated by comparison with that of just-visible spots. If their calculated structure factor was above this, they were included in the refinement, otherwise they were ignored.
The chemical configuration of 3GT is shown in Fig. 12 ; following earlier structural determinations (Desborough et al., 1979; Poulin-Dandurand, Perez, Revoi & Brisse, 1979; Hall, 1984) , it was assumed that the two monomers per unit cell were centrosymmetric about the benzene ring linking them, and that there was a twofold rotation axis through C6, bisecting the angle C5C6C7. Bond lengths and angles were given the values in Table 2 (symbols are defined in Fig. 12 weight compounds with similar sequences of chemical bonds (Hall, 1984) and were not refined. The R factor was 7.9% (calculated without using weighting factors, although these were used in the refinement). Only 16 of the 63 unobserved groups of reflections had calculated structure factors greater than the estimated threshold and none of them were stronger than the weakest observed reflection. The final dihedral angles are given in Table 2 . Despite the very much better R factor these differ only slightly from those obtained for earlier structures and so all the points made in earlier discussions (Desborough et al., 1979; Hall, 1984) are still valid. When the twofold symmetry was relaxed, the R factor dropped to 7-8%, an insignificant improvement.
The value of 7-9% compares with that of 27-1% for the structure and intensities previously published (Hall, 1984) , and is obviously an enormous improvement. Not only is it much lower than that previously obtained for this material, it is also extremely low compared with those usually obtained with polymers. Thus this method leads not only to more consistent measurements of intensity but also to more accurate ones.
The temperature factor was 1.2 A2, whereas values between 5 and 6 A 2 are more usually reported for polymers. This could be because other methods have underestimated the intensity of the very diffuse higherorder reflections.
Comparison with other methods
The only other computer method known to have been used to collect a set of integrated intensities from the diffraction photograph of a polymeric fibre is that of Millane & Arnott (1985a) . However, the diffraction pattern of the nucleic-acid polymer to which this was applied was very different from that of our synthetic polymer, preventing a proper assessment of the relative merits of the two methods.
The essential difference between them is that whilst we allowed the characteristics of each spot to determine its own boundary, Millane assigned a boundary from measurements on a few well resolved spots. This enclosed a fraction of the total intensity which was the same for all. In this way he avoided the difficulties we experienced with weak and barely resolved spots, and measured some which we could not have done. His method does, however, have two dangers when applied to patterns of the type we used.
First, the boundary might enclose intensity due to neighbouring spots. Initially, we attempted to choose an extrapolation limit which enclosed a common fraction of total intensity, but were forced to abandon this. Values small enough to avoid errors from the intrusion of neighbouring spots enclosed such a small fraction of the total intensity that errors were likely because of small deviations from the assumption that the intensity profiles of all spots could be normalized to a common curve.
Second, the assumptions used to assign the boundary might be invalid. These were that the radial broadening was caused by finite crystal size, and that the crystals were of a shape which could be defined by a width and a length parameter. Evidence about the crystalline morphology of fibres from synthetic polymers is scanty, but such as there is suggests that the contribution of paracrystalline disorder to line broadening cannot be ignored. Also, a crystal with a triclinic unit cell, such as in 3GT, is likely to have different dimensions in all three crystallographic directions.
The other major difference between the two methods is that we determined background locally near each spot, whereas Millane used a global function. This might be dependent on the operator's choice of points at which it is fitted.
It would seem that each method is probably better suited than the other to the type of pattern for which it has been developed, and that a single method applicable to all patterns is unlikely to emerge.
